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Abstract

What determines the supply of innovative digital infrastructure and how does variance in supply shape the performance of digital services? The essay reviews research into the economic impact of deployment, innovation, and adoption of digital infrastructure. It distinguishes between household and business use of access, and describes where improvement to digital infrastructure benefits both sets of users. Despite its importance for economic performance, frontier digital infrastructure operates at a distinctive and evolving boundary between public and private, which frames many research questions. The essay focuses on the experience in the United States and it covers the global experience when possible. It stresses the large number of unanswered policy-relevant research questions where economic analysis could inform discussion.
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I. Introduction

The deployment and adoption of the commercial internet in the 1990s brought about a major restructuring of digital infrastructure. Today digital infrastructure supports a range of innovative businesses in the sharing economy, social media, mobile information services, electronic retailing, and ad-supported media. All such activities were much smaller in the 1990s, and their operations have changed dramatically in a few decades. These digital services continue to grow, and take on more importance in GDP. For example, in 2017 electronic retailing reached over $545 billion for “Electronic Shopping and Mail Order Houses (NAICS 4541).” This category grew 65% from 2012. In 2017 online advertising contributed $105.9 billion among “Internet Publishing and Broadcasting and Web Search Portals (NAICS 519130).” This category grew 250% from 2012.

While many economic studies focus on the most visible parts of the digital economy, much remains unexamined behind the surface at the level of digital infrastructure. This oversight neglects essential economic activity, and overlooks the source of important productivity advances. The Internet was designed with a four-layer abstraction – application, transport, internet, and link (see Figure 1) – so important parts of economic activity are less visible. Processes in each layer handle requests from layers above and communicate with remote processes using layers below. This allows each layer to develop and operate independently. Thousands of independently owned, managed, and operated networks voluntarily exchange data via bilaterally-negotiated agreements. These layers use many special types of equipment —root servers, fiber, broadband lines, networking switches and routers, content delivery networks, cloud facilities, and cellular towers. This equipment works with the privately owned investments of millions of content providers and user applications. Many organizations involved in digital infrastructure—e.g., data center operators, content delivery network specialists, data carriers and access providers—perform this activity.

What determines variance in the supply of digital infrastructure, and how does that variance shape the performance of digital services? The essay reviews studies from a number of areas, with an emphasis on innovation economics, industrial economics, growth accounting, and urban economics. The economic importance of these topics is almost self-evident. Even economists who are skeptical about public spending on traditional infrastructure still admit a role for large scale public spending on digital infrastructure and on R&D to improve it. Among the salient questions examined in this essay: What does evidence suggest about the economic returns to society from investment in broadband access? While statistical evidence documents considerable variance in the supply of
digital infrastructure across regions of the United States, does that evidence show increasing or declining differences over time, and why? Are the contributions of digital infrastructure to economic growth correctly measured, and if not, what are the lessons for measuring prices and quality?

*Figure 1: The four layers of the internet*\(^2\)

The essay seeks to inform research and policy analysis, not to advocate choices over policy. That focuses the discussion, and limits its scope. For example, while the review informs questions about alternative proposals for regulating access – it does not take a position on a specific proposal or regulatory design of “net neutrality.” A curious reader can go to other sources for such analysis.\(^3\) Relatedly, this review concentrates on economic research about the determinants of, and returns from digital infrastructure in the United States, and covers the global experience when possible. While it assesses the economic justification for subsidizing infrastructure, once again, it refrains from performing an assessment of any specific proposal. Finally, the review does not provide a description of the minutiae and operations of the internet. Again, other sources provide this.\(^4\)

Section II discusses the legacy of the public origins of the internet, and the adoption that followed after the internet privatized. Section III reviews the creation of value at homes and businesses, and the role of innovation in creating value within the network. Section IV reviews open

---


\(^3\) This literature has focused on theoretical and legal issues, supported by examples, and not econometric measurement. See e.g., Neuchterlein and Weiser (2005) for a thorough review of the origins of many regulatory rules at the outset of the internet, and Greenstein, Peitz, and Valleti (2016) for a review of research economic research on the topic.

questions about the governance of digital infrastructure. Section V concludes with observations about the unique boundaries between public and private in today’s digital infrastructure.

II. Origins

Two facts are essential for understanding digital infrastructure today. First, the internet could not have emerged without government support, and that support left an imprint on the organization of the network. Second, the internet thrived after private investment on a massive scale after privatization in the middle of the 1990s. Most investment responded to market incentives.

The internet emerged with an architecture that had evolved over several decades of experience in its use by DARPA and the NSF. The architecture for the internet today still bears some resemblance to its predecessor. One set of firms provides access, while another provides long-distance data connectivity (i.e., backbone), and still other organizations provide a range of additional services, such as name-serving, domain registration, and routing. Exchange of data still largely follows the models established in the late 1990s, albeit, today at a much higher level and volume of traffic, and with a different composition of firms and negotiating agreements.

A number of activities have evolved. Start with traffic: the type of files today supports a different set of applications than those dominating the network traffic in the 1990s. Email and file-transfer once dominated traffic, and today data-intensive applications are more prominent, such as video, streaming, and interactive gaming (Huston, 2017). Applications today also accommodate a mobile user, and firms operate towers and antennae to support that use case. The level of traffic is higher, and interconnectivity has grown (Zhou, Huffaker, Claffy, and Greenstein, 2019).

II.1. The Origins of internetworking

No simple model can describe the origins of the internet, and why its architecture evolved as it did after its commercial applications grew. A brief overview of the stages of development prior to the transition into commercial markets can provide an outline of the complex changes.
• **Initial prototyping.** The first set of frontier inventions took place during the 1970s and 1980s when the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) was the sole funder. Prototypes for packet-switching were first engineered. The network at DARPA grew beyond prototypes, albeit the result was not technically straightforward at the time. The name, TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol), the specific design for protocols, became the label for this network. Contemporaries built much more around TCP/IP to make it viable.

• **Refinement of the network by NSF.** In the middle of the 1980s parts of the TCP/IP-based network were transferred to the NSF.\(^5\) Under NSF governance the Internet acquired a range of new refinements, and new regional networks for supporting the shared use of resources.\(^6\) Further innovation took place in the domain name-server system (DNS). The Internet Engineering Task Force became established to guide further protocol development. These actions helped turn the Internet into a living and evolving network, supported by a geographically-dispersed organization.

• **Initiation of privatization.**\(^7\) During the early 1990s, the focus was pragmatic and oriented towards issues with scaling operations. The most important invention supported routing between multiple networks.\(^8\) A debate ensued about practices for data-exchange in a privatized system, where, to achieve national interoperability of communications, competing firms had to cooperate. Independently, Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web and began to deploy it. It expanded the functionality of the internet in ways that made it far more appealing to non-research users.

• **National deployment.**\(^9\) In the middle of the 1990s, the internet backbone became a private asset, and others built on top of it. At the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois, a team developed the Mosaic Browser. It became the source for Netscape and Internet Explorer, catalyzing the “browser wars.” A related team at NCSA created a web server, which became the antecedent to Apache, the most popular web server for the next two decades. The Web grew into the foundations for an enormous range of commercial applications.

---

\(^5\) Because many civilian participants were frustrated by the challenges getting military clearances, etc., and the NSF leadership foresaw benefits to the US academic research community. See Abbate (1999).

\(^6\) Until the NSFNET came into existence, there was only one network and one backbone, and BBN operated it. Eventually the NSFNET introduced additional backbones and regional carriers. See Abbate (1999).

\(^7\) These events are described in more details in Greenstein (2015), chapter 3.

\(^8\) NSF switched from the routing protocol Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) and replaced it with Border Gate Protocol (BGP). BGP enables fully decentralized routing. Making this change was one of the early technical signs of the pending arrival of commercial network and the retirement of NSFNET. For extensive discussion, see Clark, David (2018).

\(^9\) These events are described in more details in Greenstein (2015), chapter 4, 5 and 6.
To summarize, university researchers created much of these core inventions, and most received public funding from DARPA and NSF, with an exception for Tim Berners-Lee, whose funding came from CERN (i.e., the European Organization for Nuclear Research). The NSF and DARPA helped launch practices around standardization and network interconnection. Private markets inherited a reliable and operational network. While private firms had supplied some of the equipment used earlier, after the mid-1990s private investors picked up the innovative activity. While NSF-funded research into improvement in computing and networking continued after privatization, market forces took a more central role in determining the direction of innovative activity.

II.2. Technological and operational legacy

At the outset one key piece of the network infrastructure was visible to users, dial-up internet access. It built upon the existing telephone network, which was geographically ubiquitous prior to the diffusion of the internet due to public policies that encouraged universal availability of the phone network, even in high-cost areas. Dial-up services learned from existing Bulletin Board Services (BBSs), who provided experience with operating commercial services with dial-up technologies. The first generation of dial-up access was available almost everywhere in the United States within a few years after privatization.\(^\text{10}\)

Not long after dial-up access demonstrated the viability of a national market, a variety of entrants aspired to provide faster speeds than delivered by dial-up. Today these access technologies go by the label broadband.\(^\text{11}\) Today broadband providers dominate the supply of access services to the internet for both households and businesses. Broadband networks initially did not replicate the ubiquitous availability of dial-up. Broadband networks required physical investments. In low-density areas, the costs of building such lines were high, which necessitated high prices for access, which some users were unwilling to pay. In addition, in recognition of a range of concerns, state and federal policy did not require universal geographic availability. Estimates of the population unserved

---

\(^{10}\) The reasons are discussed in detail in Greenstein, 2015, particularly chapters 5, 7, and 8.

\(^{11}\) The definition of broadband has undergone changes over time, as regulatory expectations change. For purposes of this discussion, the definition will be loose, and encompass any wireline technology faster than the data rates of 56k dial-up, including ISDN, DSL, and cable modem service. Among wireless technologies, all Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11b, g, n and more), 3G, 4G and 5G cellular services, as well as modern satellite service, are broadband.
by wireline broadband have varied between 15% to less than 5% of the US population, depending on the time of the estimate.

By historical standards, the switch from dial-up to broadband was swift. In 2001, only about one-half of U.S. households had access to the internet, and virtually all access occurred over dial-up; whereas today, approximately three-quarters of U.S. households have broadband internet access in their homes. Most of that switch took less than a decade.\footnote{Greenstein and McDevitt (2011) provide data on the replacement of dial up with broadband. For the diffusion of broadband, see \url{https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2017/acs/acs-37.pdf}, and \url{https://www.pewInternet.org/fact-sheet/Internet-broadband/}.} In its most common form, firms offer broadband as either DSL (digital subscriber line) over a phone line or through cable modems retrofitted to cable television systems. More recently, broadband over fiber has become available.

The experience today arose from three related diffusion patterns. One, broadband access diffused to households. Two, broadband diffused to business, complemented by investment in advanced computing technologies. Three, different specialists offered activities, while a few large firms integrated into the infrastructure. Feedback loops moderated those trajectories. New application development encouraged more diffusion of broadband, which encourage more application development. The uneven supply of networking created regional variance in the quantity and quality of digital infrastructure, so application development targeted areas and use-cases favoring early adopters. Uneven investment created variance in quantity and quality across countries, and different patterns of application development emerged within countries and across languages.

II.3. Adoption and use

Adoption of the internet by households followed a standard “s-curve,” with one-half of U.S. households using dial-up by 2001, and one half moving to broadband by 2007, continuing to grow thereafter. See Figure 2, from a publication in 2011,\footnote{https://www.ntia.doc.gov/report/2011/digital-nation-expanding-Internet-usage-ntia-research-preview} for an illustration of both the S-curves and the changing focus of US surveys. At first they tracked personal computer use in homes, then dial-up, and finally broadband, ending the tracking of computer use. As shown in later figures, eventually diffusion fell short of universal adoption due to lack of interest, lack of income, and occasionally

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Year & Number of Users & Percentage of Population \\
\hline
2000 & 50,000,000 & 15\% \\
2005 & 100,000,000 & 30\% \\
2010 & 200,000,000 & 60\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Internet Adoption Rates}
\end{table}
lack of availability. Debates continue today over how much to attribute non-adoption to different causes. Today, the adoption of broadband internet in the US hovers just below 80% of households. In most developed countries, the percentage is higher. It is lower in underdeveloped countries, much lower in some. Worldwide, close to half of the global population uses the internet.15

**Figure 2: Internet adoption over time**

![Internet adoption over time](image)

The growing importance of digital infrastructure is also visible in other modes of access. For example, users of cellular telephony migrated from 3G to 4G, the latter entirely supporting digital communications.16 Presently, more than three-quarters of U.S. households own at least one smartphone, rising from virtually none in 2007.17 Wi-Fi technology has diffused since its first deployment in 1999.18 More than 86% of homes with access to broadband employ it.19


16 4G is the fourth generation of broadband cellular technology, succeeding 3G. 4G uses only packet switching technology, unlike 3G, which used both packet-switching and (in parallel) the (old) circuit-switching technology. As of this writing 5G contains much more capacity than 4G, and has only just begun to deploy in developed countries.


18 Wi-fi is a standard defined by IEEE committee 802.11, operating over the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands of spectrum.

What role does competition play? Wallsten and Mallahan (2010) ask whether competition plays an important role in improving quality to households. They examine the effect of more entry on the quality of the broadband provided, measured by its bandwidth, and then exclude suppliers from the count unless those suppliers provide services to a minimum threshold of customers. They found that – after considerable data cleaning – the typical zip code contained one or two suppliers of broadband, and a small number had three or more. Their analysis shows that the third entrant does not change pricing, but does generate competitive pressures for qualitative improvement.

This agenda extends in many directions. Seamans (2012) examines whether perceived threats of municipal entry generate faster upgrades and finds evidence that it does. Skiti (2019) examines whether potential competitive entry generates any response and finds evidence that it does. Chen and Savage (2011) focus on the role of competition in shaping pricing. They match cable and DSL internet access providers in all the western states, and compare pricing differences between monopolies or duopolies in many small cities. They find that variety of customers mediates pricing and, generally, reduces price declines from an additional supplier.

Diffusion of the internet created two investment trajectories at business establishments. Forman (2005) proposed a framework for understanding adoption among a sample of early adopters, and Forman, Goldfarb, and Greenstein (2005) applied the framework to the US economy. They compare the use of basic with advanced internet technologies at U.S. businesses near the end of the first wave of investment after the commercialization of the internet. Basic investment involved developing access to support email and browsing for employees. Advanced involved altering processes to supply services for customers and to receive inputs from suppliers. These costs depended on coordinating with partners, and many complementary investments (McElheran, 2015).

Forman et al (2005) show that almost every establishment (approximately 90%) adopted the basic internet, while advanced internet showed up more prevalently in some cities. Several factors played a role in the deployment of advanced internet technologies. Some locations contained data-intensive industries that had recently made capital investments in computing and business equipment, which raised the returns to complementary investments in digital infrastructure. More educated and more skilled labor could take advantage of digital infrastructure, again, raising the returns. Finally, some businesses were more productive and more profitable than other firms, and, thus, could make bigger investments in all capital equipment, including digital infrastructure.
II.4. Innovation within the network: Content Delivery Networks

Any improvement within the network improved performance for both households and businesses. The creation of content delivery networks (CDNs) provides an illustration of growth in specialists. CDNs first became available in the late 1990s and began spreading after that. Geographically distributed networks of servers located close to users, CDNs (1) reduce data delay by rerouting user requests and (2) provide a layer of reliability and security.20 Today all but the smallest commercial participant uses them. They have become an essential layer of digital infrastructure.

In the most common arrangement, a third-party commercial CDN negotiates with an ISP or wireless access provider for the right to “collocate” a server close to users. The ISP may charge a “transit” fee to the CDN to take data over its network lines. Content providers pay the CDN to redistribute content to users from the CDN’s servers, which the content provider “updates” at an arranged schedule (by the minute, hour or day). Many content providers choose to update only timely and popular content. Akamai is the largest provider of these CDN services in the US.

Several large application firms have vertically integrated into operating their own CDNs. For example, Google, Apple, and Facebook operate CDNs and tailor the technical features of the CDN to their own needs. Again, they negotiate a price with ISPs for “collocation” in the network and sometimes pay fees for data transit. If negotiations with ISP fail, the CDNs locate at Internet Exchange Points (IXPs). In practice, only large firms opt for operating their own CDNs. It is usually less expensive to contract with a third-party CDN for small to medium volumes of traffic. As illustration, Figure 3 shows a map of Netflix’s CDN network. As one of the largest sources of streaming content in the world, their CDN network should be regarded as large. Their CDN network is comprised of 4600+ servers in 233 locations in 2016, according to Bottger et al (2018) – and primarily deployed within ISPs or at IXPs in the developed world.

The growth of CDNs coincided with the improvements in consumer experience – in lowering latency for the large data flows supporting video. When the data packets travelled to users

---

20 Even when servers have gone down, the cached content in a CDN may keep a firm’s content available for users. In addition, CDNs can buffer content from a denial of service attack. For example, some CDNs, such as those operated by Cloudflare, have added security servers, such as protection against DDOS attack. A distributed denial of service (DDOS) attack involves large numbers of queries to a server in a short time, exceeding its capacity and rendering it unable to provide any service. CDNs are one of several instruments that can provide buffers against such attacks.
over dial-up in the mid-1990s, users typically could tolerate delays. Later, data traffic reached users primarily through broadband lines, and became comprised of mostly streaming, video, and gaming applications, but with fewer delays. A symbiotic relationship emerged between improvement in access, CDNs and applications. Many new applications would have been infeasible without CDNs, such as “Over-The-Top” streaming services like YouTube, Netflix, Disney+, or HBO Go.

**Figure 3, Netflix CDN Network.**


The spread of CDNs frames questions about the economic impact of innovation, and the externalities from innovative infrastructure. The gains distribute widely, while a few suppliers incur the investment expenses. CDN providers make the investment while content providers experience faster delivery, users enjoy previously unobtainable content, and ISPs charge colocation fees and gain revenue. Because CDN providers incur the private costs and risks, understanding these gains and externalities help understand incentives to improve. A major open question: If application firms

---

21 See e.g., the usage statistics in Nevo et al. (2016), McManus et al. (2018), and Huston (2017).

vertically integrate into their own CDNs, do others using third party CDNs get a different quality of service? As of this writing, no economic research has approached these questions.

II.5. Innovation: Data Centers and the Cloud

Just as with CDNs, the growth of data centers and the cloud illustrates an important economic question about the impact of investment in frontier digital infrastructure. How do the gains distribute between cloud providers who operate the servers, the content providers who use them, and the users who enjoy previously unobtainable content?

Data centers contain rows of servers, which perform computation or storage. These buildings optimize for low-energy use and optimal cooling, and they may contain expensive backup generators and structures to prevent flooding or reinforcements in floors to lower vibrations from passing vehicles. The inside wiring also may support a specific set of activities, especially in critical functions that support transactions with sensitive customer data.

At the outset of the commercial internet, most firms housed their servers on company premises. That changed gradually. Today third-party suppliers of data centers in the United States allocate assets worth at least several hundred billion dollars. Data centers lower latencies for business users, enable large-scale computing and innovative uses for that scale, consolidate managerial challenges and reap efficiencies from solutions to those challenges, enable flexible uses that previously were not possible, and remove frictions to accessing big-data applications. These abilities reduce the frictions supporting applications for a mobile labor force.

Contracts for data centers cover every conceivable arrangement and option between ownership and rental markets. At one extreme, rental markets arise for just about any arrangement a buyer could want. There are plenty of firms that will take responsibility for the operations of the

---

23 The data center for the New York Stock Exchange, for example, permits many firms to access trading services at especially fast rates. As another example, a segment of business users in health, finance, and transportation require high security and high reliability—often referred to as the five nines of reliability, namely, 99.999% uptime.

24 See, e.g., Jin and McElheran (2017), or Byrne et al. (2018).


26 See e.g., Ewens et al. (2019), and DeStafano, Kneller, and Timmins, 2019.
building and electronic equipment for a service fee. Many buyers with generic needs—such as storage for backup—rent space in data centers at various time intervals (e.g., five, ten, or twenty years), own the servers and program them, and let others manage the building. At the other extreme, firms with unique computing needs, such as Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Oracle, and Google, own everything. They operate the largest private data centers in North America and configure the building and servers to suit their applications. For example, if a firm has an essential operation within a data center, large CDN networks typically complement it, so the results deploy quickly to users. Sophisticated firms increasingly utilize complex architecture to balance the loads from user demands, such as using CDNs for rapid response to requests for timely content, cloud facilities for secondary response, and remote servers for requests of the least popular content.

Today a cloud service involves a data center that rents its services, with the additional feature that users can request any size and turn the service off and on at will. The providers increasingly offer software services for a nominal charge or for none at all. Demand for cloud services has grown as the services improve in quality and decline in price. The appeal of the cloud comes from its flexibility in capital commitment and scale, and the option to substitute variable costs for fixed costs on a balance sheet, which appeals to cash-constrained firms.27

The data center and cloud market have received some research attention. In the first paper on its productivity, Jin and McElheran (2018) examine the use of cloud computing in US manufacturing and find it predicts productivity growth among young firms and new units in established firms. Use of the cloud also predicts productivity, conditional on survival, in uncertain environments. The evidence is consistent with the highest gains accruing to firms who take advantage of the flexibility and lower costs of learning about IT needs in spite of uncertainty.

Tensions between the size of the investment and localization of demand shapes the location of data centers. Greenstein and Pan Fang (2019) posit a framework that focuses on the “distaste for distance,” 28 which creates localization of demand, and different supply conditions across geography. Facilities spreading out to match local demand. These compete with facilities that “aggregate” the demand from many locations. The costs of supply reflect variance in economies of scale and

---

27 See, e.g., Byrne et al., 2018, Coyle and Nguyen, 2018.

28 It arises from a mix of three factors. The first two—user dislike for latency and user desire to avoid congestion—look alike in reducing distances between users and facilities. A third factor, “server hugging,” arises from managerial preferences for nearby physical facilities, which facilitates monitoring.
variance in operational costs. Both fixed and variable costs vary with the cost of inputs, such as land, electricity, cooling, and technical labor. These lead to variance in costs across different locations, and firms respond to this tension with entry and capacity decisions. They forecast a “minimum threshold” of local users under which no entry occurs and find evidence consistent with this model. That suggests data centers and cloud services have an urban bias, favoring bigger and denser cities.

If buyers perceive shorter distances – between users and the data centers for cloud services – as an important attribute of cloud services, then that will create further potential for tension around the localization of supply. The first evidence about the demand for cloud services suggests users will place value on distance (Wang et al., 2019). While ubiquitous frontier infrastructure confers large societal benefits, such frontier infrastructure tends not to be available in low-density regions.

III. Creating value

How and why did digital infrastructure produce value? How is that measured? The internet grew and diffused to households and businesses more rapidly than the telephone, electricity, and other technologies, so the question informs understanding the causes of economic growth. 29

III.1. Creating Value at Households

At first glance, internet access adoption would seem to follow the classic model of adoption, whereby those with the greatest willingness to pay adopt earliest, and those with lower willingness to pay adopt later—due to declines in price, increases in quality, or both. In this model, the value to consumers provides the value of access in terms of consumer surplus. This model has considerable appeal because it provides a path towards valuing improvements from access infrastructure.

The model would appear to be a good approach for measurement. After all, just contrast the price and quality of internet access to households in 2001 with 2016. Around 2001, dial-up dominated access to the internet, and approximately half of the U.S. households were online. Web traffic dominated the internet, and wireless access had just entered a new era with the introduction

29 See, e.g., Comin and Hobijn, 2010.
of Wi-Fi and 3G cellular service, which ran a data service in parallel with voice services on cellular towers and handsets. By 2016, broadband access dominated all modes of access, and three-quarters of U.S. households maintained connections online. In 2016, the predominant applications leading to data traffic were streaming, video, and gaming; Wi-Fi5 and 4G served as the predominant wireless modes of transmission. This fifteen-year history suggests a large and valuable increase in access networks that should manifest in price declines, quantity increases, and qualitative improvement.

One positive symptom of improvement shows up in GDP (especially after the Census reclassified activities to track activity). From 2012 to 2017, payments for access to wireline forms of internet access reached $88.7 billion, growing more than 30% in those five years. In addition, payments for access fees to wireless service reached over $90.0 billion, an increase of 57%.30

Figure 4. Broadband adoption by income level31

An estimate for user adoption by income, shown in Figure 4, also seems to fit the model.32 While adoption grows across all demographic groups, the variance in adoption across income is visible. The persistent pattern—with lower income groups adopting less frequently—motivates hypotheses that high prices deter low-income households from purchasing internet access. Yet,

32 These graphs aggregate periodic surveys (not smoothed) conducted by the Pew Internet and American Life Project.
other parts of the measured record contain more ambiguous indicators. The growth displayed in Figure 4 ought to arise from either a decline in prices or increase in quality or both. The consumer price index (CPI) for access covers only access. Proper accounting of user-costs involves both a charge for telephone calls and a separate charge for internet access. Those charges involved additional charges for a second line, while for others it involved using existing lines more intensely.33

As broadband diffused, the CPI for internet access has covered broadband delivery, and the charges for telephony have become less relevant. That price series for internet access has remained flat for an extended period of time after a one-time drop in the middle of the decade. For example, in 2007, the CPI was at 73.2, and more than a decade later in 2018 it was at 76.0.34 In other words, the consumer price of broadband has increased by 3.8%. The puzzle does not disappear with a comparison with other indices. The closest comparable CPI—that for wireless services, which also includes the price of telephone calls—displays a drop from 64 to 46 (a 28% decline in prices).35

Simple alternative explanations do not provide an answer. Increased adoption cannot account for the rise in GDP in the face of no price change. From 2011 to 2018, approximately 3% to 5% of U.S. households first began using broadband internet, depending on the survey. That is too small to account for a 30% growth in revenue.36 Expenditure per household must have gone up, but how did that happen without a nominal price decline?

One explanation stresses that quality must have improved, but it went unmeasured. Some evidence suggests this is the case. For example, there is evidence of increasing speeds over time for all major wireline networks.37 There are several potential reasons for why that speed increase went unmeasured. First, as with many other consumer services, the CPI for broadband compares the prices of contracts for a given service.38 The procedure reduces measuring qualitative improvement

33 See Greenstein and McDevitt (2011) for the detail.
34 See the series for Internet services and electronic information providers in U.S. city average, all urban consumers. https://data.bls.gov/PDQWeb/cu.
38 The CPI is constructed from a weighted average of contracts for ostensibly similar services, where the weights come from household surveys and the contracts come from suppliers. This necessarily underestimates the introduction of new
if contracts do not reflect those improvements. That could happen because better caching, buffering, and other features do not factor into pricing in contracts. They are hard to impute.

More subtle, contracts measure bandwidth, and appear as part of a tiered menu of quality and price. If households do not use the same contract over the entire period, it is possible for them to increase expenditure on access without any measured price increase in a CPI. Hence, existing procedures also create an upward bias in the price index that fails to account for users switching to better contracts. That is exacerbated by the lack of measurement of savings, as noted above when households dropped incurring expenditures for a phone line in order to move to broadband access.

Another explanation stresses issues with definitional boundaries between complements in use. The price measurement system treats access as a distinct service from content. Changes in the quality of content play no role in the price index for access. Said another way, the standard measurement framework focuses on transactions for access, but not freely available services that users obtain along with their access. Standard procedures ignore the new goods – such as search, social media, and advertising-supported news and entertainment – even though content has improved. While those could motivate more adoption over time, as well as purchases of more bandwidth, we only see a constant price and more expenditure; not the cause, which is more quality.

Such considerations motivate research about heterogeneity in user demand for access. Rosston, Savage, and Waldman (2010) examine the demand for more speed as one of many attributes consumers choose to pay for. They find that a small set of users pay for higher speeds at any point in time. That user (un)willingness to pay for more speed acts as a fundamental brake, slowing investment in upgrades in the short run. In other words, households act as if they prefer to migrate to higher speeds gradually, and firms respond accordingly.

Building on these estimates, Greenstein and McDevitt (2011) analyze the returns to households from upgrading to broadband from dial-up access. Despite the low valuations for frontier speeds, they show that the broadband upgrade over dial-up conferred large consumer surplus on the economy. The consumer price index for access underestimated those gains, which

\footnote{goods—here, experienced as higher speeds—and qualitative improvements not reflected in common measures, such as bandwidth.}
would have generated at least a 2-3% decline in prices each year. Most conservative estimates of quality adjustment suggest an underestimate in standard economic measurement of access pricing.\(^3^9\)

Another informative research agenda analyzes both the contracts between users and access firms and subsequent user behavior. Usage-based pricing and data caps in wireline access contracts are more common, but only a little research has modeled the adoption and use decision in the presence of these contracting constraints. Nevo, Turner, and Williams (2016) provide a framework for understanding these decisions. They analyze usage data for a set of customers of a single ISP (Internet Service Provider). These users face three-part tariffs, which impose a shadow value on the price of data as users approach their monthly allowances.\(^4^0\) Users are sensitive to the charges affiliated with reaching a data cap, but they also endogenously select into capacity consistent with their own use, especially for those who are heavy users of streaming (as they observe, where 60% of data use relates to streaming applications). Variation in user behavior permits an analyst to recover variation in the willingness to pay for broadband, which provide insight into the gaps between private and social incentives to build or upgrade broadband. Nevo, Turner, and Williams (2016) estimates suggest the gap is substantial, once again, consistent with the presence of insufficient private incentives to upgrade quality at a rate in line with society’s broader interest.\(^4^1\)

Byrne and Corrado (2019) focus on valuing the missing free complements. Borrowing insights from the measurement of capacity utilization, they argue that some consumers use access technologies for free goods more intensively than others.\(^4^2\) The complementarity between paid access services and network use leads to an unmeasured quality adjustment for the price of access. Looking across cable television, cellular telephony, and the internet, they calculate a nearly $1800 boost to consumer surplus per connected user, which amounts to a one-half percentage point addition to U.S. real GDP for 2007–17. That suggests the derived demand for access infrastructure

---

\(^3^9\) It is important to note an additional implications. The gains should result in a reallocation of household time, which will generate restructuring in many other industries that also bid for household time, such as television, radio, news, and entertainment.

\(^4^0\) See Burnham et al. (2013) for an early census of the use of tiered pricing and caps based on the usage of data in wireline and wireless forms.

\(^4^1\) Malone, Nevo, and Williams (2017) also examine the willingness to pay for more bandwidth, based on usage data from one ISP. They focus on the tradeoffs for different ways to approach congestion of networks. They show that peak load pricing along with caching more effectively deals with congestion than does throttling of traffic

\(^4^2\) This approach follows numerous studies that examine the time spent online as a possible avenue for valuing digital goods. See, for example, Goolsbee and Klenow (2006), Hitt and Tambe (2007), Goldfarb and Prince (2008), Brynjolfsson and Oh (2012), Brynjolfsson, Collis, Eggers (2019), Boik, Greenstein and Prince (2019).
is large, and so is its underlying value. None of the free services could provide such satisfaction without employing digital access and relying on nearly ubiquitous access.

The progress in understanding the experience outside the US has tended to take advantage of idiosyncratic institutional details that create opportunities for insights. An early paper comparing international experiences is Wallsten and Riso (2010), which shows there is a wide variance in access prices and availability across countries. Yet, that has not stopped naïve approaches that reduce the nuances in prices to one statistic to facilitate comparisons. Wallsten and Riso’s findings suggest that single statistics heightens the potential for unobservable factors in cross-country regressions.

One set of studies examines the deployment of broadband in the United Kingdom. Due to the U.K.’s underlying switch network, broadband deployed in a somewhat random geographic pattern, creating similar neighboring areas with different broadband experiences. This quasi-randomness creates plausible exogeneity. One line of research looks at the consequences of uneven broadband deployment on property prices for homes (Ahfeldt, Koutroumpis, Valleti, 2017). Better broadband has an impact on local prices for real estate, evidence that homebuyers value broadband.

### III.2. Creating value at business

The experience within business in the 1990s creates challenges for measurement. The deployment of email and browsing cannot generate insight into whether adoption of novel digital technologies had an impact because these basic internet technologies became available and adopted almost everywhere in the US within a few years, leaving almost no variance from which to infer the gains. At best, this diffusion would show up in general gains in productivity, though growth accounting would not be able to attribute the growth to any specific investment.

What can be inferred? It is possible to examine changes consistent with the adoption of advanced internet technologies, which required broadband and complementary investments, as well as skilled labor, and for which there is variance in supply across regions and industries. This is the approach in Forman, Goldfarb, and Greenstein (2012), which considers whether the investment in advanced internet technologies became associated with alleviating or acerbating regional inequality.

---

43 Most commonly used are OECD, 2014, or WEF, 2016, which get their broadband prices from the same source, data from the World Bank.
Building on research linking information technology use to productivity gains, an optimistic view forecasts that digital infrastructure potentially could reduce distances and aid those who lived at a distance from areas with higher incomes. They find, in contrast, that the first wave of the investment boom exacerbated regional inequality. Using an instrumental variable approach and a battery of additional tests, they relate wage growth to investment in advanced internet technologies. They find that business adoption of the internet makes regions with higher income richer in some places, but not everywhere. The largest divergences occur in major urban areas with skilled workforces and prior investment in IT. In short, the high-income locations experienced the most wage growth.

Note the large open question: has subsequent regional growth altered the pattern of available investment in digital infrastructure by business? Has it continued to produce wage dispersion? Have regional IT wages diverged from other skilled wages, or have skilled wages diverged in a similar pattern? Related, why has IT investment continued apace, but real productivity gains have stayed close to 2% per annum after the much higher rates of productivity growth during the dot-com boom? How has that productivity growth been distributed across the country, and does it bear any relationship to the regional variance in the first generation of advanced internet equipment?

Inadequacies in data also make it challenging to infer the productivity effects of broadband. A researcher typically has access only to either (a) available supply of broadband or (b) purchased supply of broadband. Each suffers from a distinct form of endogeneity bias and measurement error. There are additional challenges to measurement. At one time, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) ostensibly tracked the former at the geographic level of the zip code but counted any firm as a supplier if it had one customer in that zip code. By including satellite suppliers, it came to numbers that reached maximal levels. At best, less availability—when measured as zero or one supplier—indicates a setting with limited supply and little competitive pressure. It is challenging to find an econometric escape from such limited data. Today the federal government provides a broadband map of availability; more availability does not tell us about adoption or use.45

One approach to these challenges, taken by Kolko (2012), examines different indicators of economic change affiliated with broadband—growth in information industries, wages, employment, telecommuting, and home-based work—and focuses the investigation on medium-sized cities where
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44 For a recent review see e.g., Cardona, Kretschmer and Stobel (2013).
45 https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/#/
exogenous instruments might be plausible, such as the topography of an area. This approach does not lean heavily on any single finding, due to suspected measurement error. It looks for robust patterns. He finds that many indicators of a relationship between more broadband and improved economic activity, though not the key ones affiliated with taxes, such as wages and employment.46

The experience outside the US has some parallels, but also generates new insight. DeStafano et al (2018) take advantage of the uneven rollout of DSL in the UK and link that to information about firm productivity. They find that the impact of broadband on business productivity is modest at best. They do see, however, that broadband is associated with restructuring the location and scale of activity. These results suggest complementary investments can play a significant role in fostering restructuring organizations, even when no short-term productivity improvement is visible.47

Using detailed information about wages and workers, Poliquin (2018) finds another parallel experience with business adoption of broadband at Brazilian firms, where broadband became available at quasi-random moments. Overall, wages increased 2.3% on average at establishments following the establishment’s adoption of broadband, consistent with a productivity gain. Consistent with the theory of biased technological change, wages increased the most for workers engaged in non-routine cognitive tasks, while returns were negative for routine cognitive tasks. There was no effect of broadband adoption on wages for either routine or non-routine manual tasks. He also finds that skill bias arises from changes within an existing labor force, not additions to it through recruiting.

The economic impact of access extends to topics around the globe. For example, one set of studies examines the impact the global spread of digital infrastructure spread had on trade, such as Fernandes et al (2019). They examine export behavior in China during the period 1999–2007, and link firm participation in export markets to the rollout of the internet. They combine firm-level production data with province-level data on internet availability. Manufacturing rose during this period, and they find evidence of improvements in communication with buyers and input suppliers coincident with a more visible virtual presence. Like other studies, they find that improvements depend on the availability of broadband, but broadband alone is insufficient to explain all the

46 In spite of concerns about measurement, this continues to be a popular approach for measuring availability, particularly on the margin for lack of availability. For example, see Falk, Gold, and Heblich, 2014.

47 This is in line with other work on the impact of broadband on the productivity of business, which also find modest effects on productivity, but measurable changes in other firm attributes in the presence of complementary investments (see, also, Destafano et al., 2019, and Haller and Lyons, 2015, 2019).
increases in manufacturing. They stress the role of numerous complementary investments to implement productive uses for broadband in firm processes.

Deployment of broadband access also generates symptoms of economic growth, especially in locations that previously lacked any wireline access. Hjort and Poulsen (2017) examine the gradual laying of fiber along the African coast, which enables wireline access where it previously was only possible by satellite. This experience is exogenous to potential adopters and creates many points of comparison between the served and underserved areas, including improved adoption. Their estimates show large positive effects on employment rates, with especially large increases in high-skill occupations.Remarkably, they also find smaller gains in employment for less educated workers.

An important open topic concerns the effect of digital infrastructure on entrepreneurship. In the developed economies, digital infrastructure has played a role in fostering a testbed for frontier application development by a range of entrepreneurial business. The size and importance of such externalities remain elusive to quantitative methods. Comparison of worldwide experience holds potential to identify the role of infrastructure in fostering technology-led entrepreneurial effects.

III.3. Value from improving protocols

A key piece of network infrastructure are its protocols and protocol stacks, intended to make digital equipment universally compatible. Although complex, the protocol stack design for sending data packets along the least congested route was and continues to be, an essential feature of the digital infrastructure inherited from the NSF/DARPA design.

Protocol development today does not reside exclusively with governments. Several non-profit organizations design and upgrade the protocol stack used for global internet infrastructure. Many stakeholders contribute to improvements. For example, the Internet Society oversees the
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48 See, also, Cariolle (2019).

49 Protocols are the set of rules and regulations that determines how data makes it through the network. A networking protocol defines conventions for processes, which includes definitions for both the format of data packets, and as well as for recovery in the event of transmission errors. Protocol stacks are comprised of a family of related protocols assembled together, and they act as a reference model for designers, who largely aspire to make compatible equipment. For longer descriptions, see, e.g., Clark (2018), Kneips and Bauer (2016), or Greenstein (2015).
Internet Engineering Task Force, which designs protocols behind TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol), BGP (Border Gateway Protocol), and other protocol stacks. The Internet Society and other organizations\textsuperscript{50} subsequently charge little for their use.

An improvement in the core workings of the internet benefits households, businesses, carriers, and application developers. Non-rivalry in use, combined with de facto lack of excludability, gives software protocols a set of properties isomorphic to classic public goods. This implies that improvements in protocols could confer quite large gains to society, and failures to take advantage of opportunities could have widespread negative consequences.

Similar to the questions for CDNs and cloud, developments in protocols raise questions about estimating externalities in an interdependent system. Once again, the estimation is challenging because every user and supplier has access to the same improved protocols at the same time, which (typically) results in no meaningful variance in adoption with which to make estimates of impact. Also, like many public goods, there is no competitive alternative, and users cannot opt out of the protocol stack if the relevant institutions make poor decisions.

An important example of such research is Simcoe (2012), which examined the speed with which the IETF generated new protocols for the internet before and after privatization. He traces variance in speed to its underlying determinants, such as the composition of the committees making new protocols. He focuses on the role of disagreements between participants with varying interests, stressing the importance of multi-stakeholder institutions that (do or do not) become slower as the private costs and commercial risks become concentrated in the efforts of a few experts, who either come from universities or firms. Their interests may not align as their designs touch a wider breadth of the economy, resulting in a greater breadth of voices developing conflicting stakes in the details.

Other research focuses on the growth of a standardized and large scale (and mostly invisible) digital processes for collecting and reselling a user’s data, and for supporting auctions to place online advertisements (Goldberg, Johnson, Shriver, 2019). It has not produced a system that transparently informs users which aspects of their private data will be collected and sold to others after use of an application. Obtuse terms of service have proliferated, and every user must possess nearly an advanced degree in computer science and legal scholarship to figure out how to answer basic

\textsuperscript{50} The Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers (IEEE) maintains 802.11, the standard underlying Wi-Fi. The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) governs assignment of domain names and updates the routing tables used by every switch and router on the internet. See e.g., Clark (2018).
questions about whether their data will be resold. Attempts to design a standard infrastructure for privacy, such as P3P, failed to be adopted (Cranor, Egelman, Sheng, McDonald, and Chowdhury, 2008). It is a remarkable state for a feature with such public importance.

That example illustrates an open avenue for research. What are the incentives for and gains from improvement in protocols, as designed by quasi-public organizations or private firms? How do these incentives align with the incentives to adopt such protocols? How large are the shared benefits of improving protocols? More broadly, today a mix of publicly subsidized and privately funded research finances protocol development. How large are the contributions from members in relation to those benefits? Unlike the past, government users no longer act as the major testbed for protocol development. Whose experience has the most salience for the direction of improvement?

One approach to these questions focuses on estimating the size of the externalities from the deployment of a key piece of infrastructure. For example, Nagle (2019) takes a novel approach to this topic by examining a set of externalities in protocol improvement that were not global. Counter-intuitively, he focuses on quite the opposite, externalities from software in which the spillovers were particularly localized in scope. He focuses on the spillovers from a French government mandate to use Linux, a program adopted as part of general policies to encourage the use of open-source software. He finds it had consequences for the rate of new business formation in complementary digital areas. The analysis takes advantage of a natural placebo test in events, in which the Italian government did not enforce a similar decree within its own borders. Nagle’s estimates suggest that the externalities can be substantial if governments enforce their policies. It frames a big open question: what conditions lead local supply of talent to respond, and what limits that response?

Another approach to this topic examines the recent past, in which, with the benefit of hindsight, the economics were comparatively simple. Namely, the costs of R&D were defrayed against the benefits affiliated with meeting the mission of a federal agency (i.e., at DARPA and NSF), and professional recognition among research peers provided motivation for most of the efforts. While these costs were concentrated, the external benefits to society were widely shared. That sets up a question: what were the economic gains from the public investments in the historical R&D that supported protocol development? Greenstein and Nagle (2014) employ a method for estimating the value of unmeasured web servers in the United States in 2011. They show that these inputs make a positive contribution to economic growth in the United States. They further show that the returns from web servers alone generated enough economic gains to equal the U.S.
government’s R&D internet investment. That is an important conclusion, because they do not make a full account for all gains from the invention of the internet (and which is still an open question).

A third approach analyzes evolving market-based events using economic lessons from outside digital infrastructure. For example, the exhaustion of the Internet Protocol address space markets for trading IP addresses. Edelman and Schwartz, 2015, consider alternative principles for organizing the design for the new market, and the properties affiliated with different proposals.

### III.4. Uneven geographic deployment

Much research focuses on understanding the causes behind and consequences from the uneven supply of access and related network components. In developed countries, users in most suburban locations saw many options, with occasional overbuilding leading to more. Business in high-density settings could experience even more supply.⁵¹ Beyond those simple statements, the actual experience with entry and adoption depended on a host of factors, such as regulatory rules for pole attachments and ease of interconnection.

Government subsidies for high-speed access networks arise partly due to analogies with local telephony, in which many providers received building and operational subsidies from universal service programs.⁵² With this motivation, research inquires about non-adopters of access and infers lessons from understanding the determinants of demand. For example, Rosston and Wallsten (2019) examine the impact of the Internet Essentials program, sponsored by Comcast to foster adoption of broadband by qualified low-income households in the parts of the US where Comcast provides service. This program provides service at a heavily discounted price, and thus sets up an experiment to test the proposition that low-income households are reluctant to adopt due to high prices. The measurement challenge requires clever statistical approaches. Rosston and Wallsten estimate new adoption in comparison to the counterfactual – i.e., some households who qualify for the program would have adopted at the regular higher price. By comparison with adoption among similar
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⁵¹ See, e.g., Connolly and Preiger (2013), and Wallsten and Mallahan (2013).

⁵² There were many proposals for rural subsidies of broadband as part of the 2009 stimulus package, and they built on a previous set of subsidies in the E-rate program, which were established by the 1996 Telecommunications Act.
households in similar areas that lack such programs, demand does grow among the target population in areas where the Internet Essentials program operates, suggesting the program supports hundreds of thousands of users who would not have adopted otherwise.53

Another type of study focuses on rural broadband.54 An interesting fact complicates inference: broadband satellite has been available in virtually every location, and for many years. For many uses, such as email, browsing, and non-interactive internet services, satellite broadband is technically sufficient, albeit more expensive than broadband in a typical suburban location. With such facts as motivation, Boik (2017) investigates a specific situation to understand the micro-mechanisms shaping behavior. He examines low-density North Carolina and studies willingness to pay for satellite broadband versus wireline broadband. He finds considerable willingness to pay for wireless access, which, in turn, limits the potential welfare gains from subsidies for building out wireline access. It renders uneconomic most subsidies for wireline services in low-density locations.

Figure 5. Broadband across the globe

Many open questions remain. Considerable data exists to measure variance across the globe (OECD, 2014, WEF, 2016). Figure 5 provides broadband capabilities across the globe. Why does

53 They also show that a fraction of current non-adopters (potential users) are insensitive to price—in the sense that a large number of non-adopters do not change their behavior in spite of these massive price reductions. This suggests non-adoption among laggards does not have economic causes, and requires policies not focused on price.

54 See e.g., Whitacre, Gallardo and Strover (2014).
this variance arise? What economic outcome does it produce in different countries? Studies of micro-mechanisms could illuminate the causes and consequences.

There is also need for analysis of the experience outside of developed economies. For example, Bjorkegren (2019) examines the demand for and benefits from mobile digital infrastructure in Rwanda. Using a year of phone calls, he provides estimates of the value of belonging to a network, as well as of the value of the infrastructure that supports it. Here he finds evidence of network effects in demand, which suggests the externalities from new networks can be substantial.

Further estimates of demand for wireless access in developing countries are needed. Unlike other innovative products in the modern economy, all innovative digital services do not first arise in developed countries before migrating to the markets of developing countries. A set of innovative services – and new to the world! – have begun to appear in the developed world where wireless devices have become the primary tool for accessing the internet. Many fundamental economic activities, such as payments and banking, have developed atop this ubiquitous wireless infrastructure. For example, China’s most popular payments application for wireless devices, WeChat, has over 1 billion users, and has become an electronic substitute for cash. Such innovation has become increasingly common in developing economies, and merits further study.

IV. Open research questions

Two distinct views animate open questions about digital infrastructure supply. An outlook that could be labeled as “optimistic” anticipates experimentation in a few places, followed by more diffusion to more users, more regions, and a larger set of applications. It interprets the state of digital infrastructure at a point in time as temporary and transient, and in the midst of wider diffusion. In contrast, an outlook that might be labeled as “pessimistic” stresses that digital infrastructure has achieved higher productivity in dense locations. That arises due to economies of scale in equipment, due to increased productivity from the colocation of many related activities, and due to the availability of skilled labor in urban areas in developed economies.

The two outlooks make different predictions, and, accordingly, base policy on different premises. In the optimistic outlook, differences in supply melt over time as once-expensive infrastructure, which incubated in a few cities, spreads to new users and new locations. The most important open question concerns the determinants of the speed of diffusion, which then
determines how fast laggard regions catch up to frontier regions. In this view, policy intervention focuses on speeding up diffusion to laggard locations by removing deterrence to adoption. The pessimistic outlook perceives persistent large differences. In the most pessimistic views, a few locations enjoy the benefits of the frontier. The role of public policy orients aims at reaching a societal ideal. It orients towards ameliorating unequal economic outcomes caused by unequal supply.

**IV.1. Informing open questions about subsidies**

Differences in these two views animate many open research questions today about optimal subsides for digital infrastructure. Examples discussed in this essay illustrate why debates examine the same fact base but point in different directions. The experience with CDNs supports the optimistic view, due to the wide geographic dispersion of supply and the presence of third parties. In contrast, the experience with data centers supports the less optimistic view, due to the concentration of supply around urban cities, and the persistent demand for local supply. The two views also differ in their interpretation of the diffusion of broadband, with one side stressing the speed with which it reached a high percentage of households, and the other lamenting the slowing rate of adoption. Those examples suggest no general answer will emerge, because analysis depends on specific cost conditions and use cases, and these are moving targets.

Deeper research can address some of the tension. For example, though users prefer a local supply of infrastructure when it is available, it may be possible to use remote data centers, cloud storage and/or satellites. A similar tradeoff faces users choosing between satellites and wireline broadband. These topics would be, and could be, informed by estimates of demand.

Another challenge arises from government efforts to employ infrastructure for non-economic outcomes, such as informing a citizen’s knowledge, furthering the education of children, contributing to the public health of a local population, or guaranteeing its safety. How much does society want to spend to encourage those goals? How much should it pay to build out the internet in low-density places to organizations with public missions, such as libraries, schools, hospitals or public dispatchers? It can be challenging to translate these demands into pecuniary terms. As with the demand for many public goods, it is naïve to presume an easy answer. With a moving frontier of acceptable quality, the measurement issues are especially vexing.
These challenges animate debates about government support for digital infrastructures, which tend to divide into one of three categories. The first category has to do with services at schools, hospitals, libraries, or governmental organizations, such as police, fire, and other government services. The second concerns services to business. The third focuses on households.

The first category contains the most difficult issues to measure, but, ironically, has tended to contain the least vociferous debate. Political systems in developed countries tend to view these investments as urgent. It is common for the entities in a locality to coordinate their purchases. Considerable federal funding has been redirected from universal services funds towards these use-cases. That said, there is a largely open research question related to the economic benefits of such investment. Analysis similar to Athey and Stern (2002) is exemplary, and there could be much more.

The second category, subsidies to business, also contain difficult measurement issues due to externalities. The effects from building new broadband, for example, may shape wages and employment of the local populace, and the building may shape the accumulation of additional services built on top of digital infrastructure. These debates are particularly fraught due to issues inferring causation – i.e., does cheaper or better broadband cause better economic outcomes? Those questions depend on counterfactuals analysis. On the one hand, how would business behave in its procurement of services in the absence of subsidy? If business would have already paid for broadband, why should the government subsidize it? On the other hand, what if the purchases take place in a location that faces eroding economic growth prospects? Would more, cheaper, or better broadband slow the erosion of the underlying economic value of economic activities performed in nearby areas, or prevent an economic decline in the absence of such subsidy?

Such counterfactual questions frame difficult challenge for policy assessment. In the context of a backward-looking assessment of subsidies to broadband buildout in a low-density settings, the analyst asks: what would have happened to wages, employment and other indicators of economic prosperity in the absence of subsidy? An ideal empirical experiment would compare two otherwise similar locations which differ in only one respect, one received a subsidy and the other did not. Historical circumstances rarely produce such comparisons, however, so research has to find clever ways to exploit the minutia of such situations, such as Boik (2017) or Skiti (2019).

Forward-looking policy assessment requires even more information. Analysis needs to understand accumulation of business activities in the same location, which are more likely to generate large regional gain. For example, many localities and state development agencies grant tax
abatements to build data centers, hoping to foster more development in a locale. While that might generate construction jobs for a short period, it is less obvious such structures make a location inviting for further development on the digital frontier. Even a moderately large data center does not employ many people. What are the spillovers for local service economy? What is the evidence about accumulation and spillovers after such tax abatements? These are open questions.

The third category, subsidies for access to households in low density settlements, tends to focus on settings in which the costs of access are high, and incremental gains go to a small number of households. This situation arises often in areas experiencing spotty housing settlement, such as rural areas. What would the households do with or without subsidy? What are the incremental gains in one situation compared with the other? Once again, the analysis of gains depends on counterfactual questions, and these are not easily answered.

All these questions lack general answers because analysis depends on achievable aims, which vary over time. The costs and capabilities for satellite service, for example, have changed considerably over the last two decades, and so too have the capabilities of both fixed-wireless and mobile wireless communications over long distances. Economic circumstances and prospects also vary considerably across the thousands of low-density counties of the US, so the marginal potential adopter can and will vary for any specific proposal, and so too will the cost/benefit calculation.

In developing countries, all three categories of questions arise in different forms, which, once again, prevents emergence of any durable general answer. For example, a developing country may consider subsidies for capital expenditures for wireless infrastructure, which provides a foundation for further building of public services, business, and household activities. The counterfactual questions are especially challenging, because investments in infrastructure alone may be insufficient to generate economic growth – that is, in the absence of complementary physical and human capital, particularly digital infrastructure and related firm investments in commercialization (Cirera and Maloney, 2019). At the same time, the presence of network effects in wireless devices (Björkgrén, 2019) implies that subsidies might be beneficial well beyond the gains affiliated with satisfying the initial demand. Building wireless use could jump-start the use of digital infrastructure, which can become the basis for the development of further applications, such as in basic household finance and microloans for small entrepreneurs. Once again, the open question is fundamental: what is the evidence about accumulation and spillovers after building wireless digital infrastructure?
IV.2. Open questions around governance

Historical studies of success and failure to innovate could illuminate understanding about how governance shapes the evolution of digital infrastructure. For example, the supply of infrastructure has supported the growth of valuable, standardized, and large-scale communications, such as texting, electronic mail, and browser-supported advertising-oriented media market. That has fostered availability on multiple devices, supported by both wireline and wireless access. Any supplier can find the relevant technical standards and build a component that interoperates with the existing system. Why did that emerge, and what pitfalls were avoided? Similar questions arise about privacy standards. Why does this system work well for some attributes and not others?

The examples below will suggest that the boundary between public and private is in flux across a wide set of activities. Some software is private, some is open source, and some employs a mixed model. Some software comes from consortia, others from standard setting organizations, and still others from private suppliers. Government policy plays a variety of roles – for example, in subsidizing research and invention, in workforce training in higher education, in providing some services, and in defining legal boundaries for different types of organizations. The precise boundary is open to debate and differs substantially across countries. Do those boundaries matter for economic outcomes? Answering that question could inform policy debates in many countries.

The governance of ubiquitous software requires attention, though such activity falls far outside the scope of (traditionally) regulated markets or public goods. Concrete examples can illustrate the open questions. Contrast two starkly different models. Some privately supplied software has achieved ubiquitous use, such as the Microsoft Operating System, and Oracle Server, and Android/iPhone smartphone operating systems. Private firms supply this software, upgrade it, service requests, and exclude those who fail to pay an appropriate price. Another model also yields ubiquitous software. The World Wide Web Consortium is one example. Managed by a non-for-profit consortium, who regular upgrades the software, it achieves ubiquity through non-exclusion, making upgrades available without restriction. The continuing success of the Web illustrates a model that leads to widespread use. What economic factors lead to a match between these governance models and market settings? How much difference does the governance model make to outcomes?
Webserver software raises similar questions and offers different insights. Different users today largely employ three different servers: Apache, IIS, and Ngnix. The first one descended from earliest experiments with web servers at the University of Illinois, organized as an open source project. Microsoft offers IIS, generally as part of a range of the enterprise software it offers and certifies. The third, Ngnix, comes in a freemium form, with a fast but limited version available at no charge. An enterprise version requires payment for services. Apache and IIS had a large impact on the market in the first two decades, but Ngnix has enabled large gains in high-volume servers. The tradeoffs between each of these organizational forms defy easy characterization.

As an example, Athey and Stern (2014) ask why some countries use more pirated operating system software. Their framework contrasts two broad determinants: (1) variation in willingness to pay for software, which shapes economic incentives to pirate software, and (2) institutional enforcement of property rights, which shaped incentives for private actors to invest in software. Athey and Stern measure the former with economic variables, such as per capita income, while they measure the latter with country-specific histories of respecting property rights. If the former is important, then sellers of proprietary software could potentially change their pricing strategies. If the latter is important, then pricing is unlikely to address the challenge, and better enforcement of legal regimes for property rights could have a larger effect.

Their framework provides a pathway forward. Two differences between operating systems and other internet infrastructure potentially shape the economics of other digital infrastructure. In most settings, infrastructure must be available for continuous operations and compatible with other parts of the internet. Continuous operation and compatibility requires the range of complementary operations mentioned previously.

The definition of infrastructure remains fluid in widely used software tools as well. For example, consider software repositories, such as Github, which has become common. Github aids the sharing of code and reduced frictions in large-scale projects. Making collaboration across distance easier, Github’s creation had a well-known productivity impact; and Microsoft recently purchased the entire platform for $7.5 billion in stock. It is essential infrastructure for many software projects. How Microsoft’s purchase shapes Github’s productive impact remains an open question.

Mapping software offers an example of the new frontier of the public/private boundary. The fundamental work was once thought to be solely a government function, and private firms merely repackaged the information in more accessible format for general consumption. At present,
however, digital mapping has passed to either proprietary or open-source projects, which draw input from crowds, and these compete with one another. These platforms vary in their governance and source of input, as well as in response to new opportunities. The next generation of mapping for autonomous vehicles has moved to private sources. Different firms use distinct models of how to use input from users. All mapping depends critically on government-funded satellites that provide GPS (Global Positioning System) coordinates, so public support is never far away. Are the incentives to develop digital maps too low or too high, and do they result in too few or too many development projects? What are the incentives to share results, once they are developed?

A different and important insight comes from research focused on now-casting in developing countries, i.e., using present economic activity to forecast events over a short time horizon, particularly, where GDP measurement apparatus is absent or primitive. Near ubiquitous digital infrastructure can offer a way forward in measurement. For example, Indaco (2018) uses Twitter activity (as measured thru GPS-labeled photos) to determine if geo-located IP addresses give as much information as light from satellite photos. The study correlates Twitter use with other measures of economic activity, such as the light from satellite photos, because the same types of advanced investments support both—namely, continuous electrical supply, skilled labor, and a range of complementary investments. Ackermann et al (2014) provide a similar exercise when they examine the distribution of IP addresses. Once again, this provides evidence of economic activity.

To close, consider this provocative question: Is Wikipedia digital infrastructure? Its ubiquity suggests it ought to be treated as such. It receives more than 15 billion pages views per month. At the time of this writing, over 5.9 million articles grace its web pages in English alone, with more than 500 new articles added each day. Volunteers built the entire corpus of text. More to the point, due to its not-for-profit status and aspiration toward a neutral point of view, minuscule storage and transmission costs, the scale economies appear virtually limitless. It has become a focal site on which many others depend, including many search engines and Q&A sites. Many software firms also use it to complement their documentation efforts on Github, providing longer explanations and links.

The Wikipedia example epitomizes the open questions of this topic: What is and is not infrastructure when public funding is absent? Where are the boundaries of public and private when  

---

55 See e.g., Nagaraj (2017), and Nagaraj and Piezunka (2018).
56 [https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2/#/all-projects](https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2/#/all-projects)
the private infrastructure contains properties similar to public goods? Can something be called infrastructure merely if it is shared, inexpensive, and non-exclusive, and seemingly essential? Is the source – either public or private – relevant to the economics or virtually irrelevant?

To finish, note that Wikipedia remains unavailable in China, where the government firewall blocks access. That is but one example of many that illustrates the “splintering” of the internet. That occurs due to the erosion of compatibility of complementary equipment and software, resulting in distinct regions of the globe pursuing their own direction of technical developments, each internally consistent within national boundaries, yet, inconsistent and incompatible across borders. Splintering has begun to arise as different governments censor content, and impose limits on the operations of applications consistent with local preferences for privacy, security, copyright, and other government policy. Some of these actions have begun to migrate into the infrastructure layers, where governments impose, for example, distinctly different packet-inspection processes in routers, or different back-door design within operating systems. These actions and policies frame open questions about the consequence for seamless interoperability.

**V. Conclusion**

Long before it spread across the globe, it was fashionable to call the internet an “information superhighway.” The label arose from a combination of observation and aspiration. The *observation* contained a grain of truth about the physical layout of the internet. Many backbone lines followed existing rights-of-way for roads, bridges, and highways. The *aspiration* channeled a proposed vision for the future, one where government subsidized the capital expenditure and left the assets unpriced, as in, say, a freeway. That sought to advance an ideal in which information remained unpriced and subsidized by government support.57

With the benefit of decades of hindsight, we can see that both the observation and aspiration about highways bear only partial resemblance to the present state of commercial digital infrastructure. One can gain insight from understanding the merits and shortfalls of the comparison.

---

57 The aspiration became associated with a range of policy initiatives that subsidized the internet for research in the late 1980s, and, eventually, it became associated with the specific aspirations of a presidential candidate, Al Gore. See, e.g., Greenstein (2015), chapters 2 and 3, for a discussion of these policies.
Begin with the fruitful part of the comparison. Like much infrastructure, in the last few decades economic actors shared the use of the long-lasting capital of digital infrastructure, and many economic actors employed it as an intermediate input in the production of goods and services. As an intermediate input, it acted much like a new road connecting two areas with previously poor connections, lowering frictions between potential transactions in different locations (Goldfarb and Tucker, 2018). Lowering of frictions created two types of new economic opportunities, either fostering cooperative agreement between suppliers of complementary inputs, or encouraging competition from suppliers who serve new customers in new areas. New supply chains and applications built on these, such as those that employed more personalization, and these would not have emerged or deployed in the absence of the low-cost and reliable network infrastructure.

The metaphor goes only so far in illuminating the core of the economic challenges, however. The building of digital infrastructure was not a one-time event, and the continued improvement changed transactions along many dimensions – the volume and type of traffic grew, and the degree of personalization increased, which, in turn, changed the viability of different services and the fortunes of the firms offering services. The contrast with roads and highways could not be sharper: Roads typically do not undergo improvements in their key attributes every few years, while in digital infrastructure innovations accumulated, and from many different suppliers, and it produced a system with capabilities that no central planner or brilliant designer could have specified in advance. New digital infrastructure supported frequent reassessments, and, in turn, it heightened disagreements among distinct views about how to make valuable use of opportunities enabled by improved infrastructure. That enabled “innovation from the edges” (Greenstein, 2015), which raised the importance of bringing frontier applications to market to settle the question about value.

More pointedly, digital infrastructure does not resemble roads and highways in its pricing or governance. Building and operating roads and highways are largely government functions, and, relatedly, most highways and surface streets remain unpriced and non-excluded, with the possible exception of some toll roads and bridges. In contrast, while the role of public funding was once important, today private funding lay behind investment in the vast majority of digital infrastructure. Public funding continues to play a role in R&D activities, and the economic justifications for those subsidies are strong due to the externalities for multiple parties. Beyond that, however, the degree of government intervention in digital infrastructure differs substantially from the typical practices with roads. The level of tax subsidy is much lower for digital infrastructure, and more haphazard,
affiliated with local tax abatement for large projects or zoning for new access services. Modern suppliers face minimal mandates to become ubiquitous, reliable, and inexpensive beyond what market forces incentivize them to build, whether governments accommodate those incentives or not. Despite the societal importance of fostering widespread use of frontier services, providers have unfettered discretion over price and other aspects of service. Failure to pay the minimal price leads to denying service to users.

As the essay has stressed, variance in the supply and use of innovative digital infrastructure arises within every developed country, as well as between developed and developing countries. Much of that variance arises due to differences in commercial incentives, which is quite unusual for privately supplied infrastructure with such recognized importance for economic outcomes. That sets the stage for numerous research questions about the rate and direction of those incentives, as well as whether infrastructure’s performance achieves societal goals. As of this writing, many of the most fundamental economic questions still remain unanswered.
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